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          Abstract:
        

        
          Customisable calendars supporting different languages, sizes and layouts, colours and illustrations. The calendars can be marked with events with date ranges, using different markers and styles.

	(default, no class option): fits CD cases (11.7cm x 13.65cm)

	small: like a floppy disk, 9cm x 7.5cm

	giant: A4 paper, portrait 

	giant,landscape: A4 paper, landscape

	giantsolo or giantsolo,landscape: like above, but without the mini calendars for previous/next months. 



Use the sundayweek document class option to make weeks start on Sundays.

Localisation possible with languages supported by datetime2/translator, by specifying the language name as a document class option. 
For unsupported languages, use the nobabel option and make your own customisations.


Or fork it on Github.
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       Customisable Calendar with Events (Japanese with luatexja) 

      created 2022-10-31 07:51:17 UTC
      
      
      

      
        
            
              Author:
            

            
              
                LianTze Lim
              

            

            
              License:
            

            
              Creative Commons CC BY 4.0
              (?)
            

          
            Abstract:
          

          
            Customisable calendars supporting different languages, sizes (normal, "giant", "giantlandscape" and "small"), colours and illustrations. The calendars can be marked with events with date ranges, with different markers and styles.

	The default-sized calendars print 2-up on A4-sized papers and should fit CD jewel cases. 

	The "small" calendars print 4-up on A4-sized papers and should fit 3.5" floppy disk cases. 

	The "giant" calendars are full-page A4-sized.



Colours, illustrations, fonts etc are customisable.

Use the sundayweek document class option to make weeks start on Sundays.

Localisation possible with languages supported by babel/translator/datetime2.


This is an example of such a customisation for Japanese, to be compiled with LuaLaTeX. The original templates will work with language options that are supported by datetime2 and babel. Use the nobabel option and make your own customisations, for languages not supported by babel and/or translator. 


Note: If you get an error when you change the language, try clearing the auxiliary files in your compile session.


Or fork it on Github!
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       Customisable Calendar with Events (Chinese) 

      created 2022-10-31 07:50:34 UTC
      
      
      

      
        
            
              Author:
            

            
              
                LianTze Lim
              

            

            
              License:
            

            
              Creative Commons CC BY 4.0
              (?)
            

          
            Abstract:
          

          
            Customisable calendars supporting different languages, sizes (normal, "giant", "giantlandscape" and "small"), colours and illustrations. The calendars can be marked with events with date ranges, with different markers and styles.

	The default-sized calendars print 2-up on A4-sized papers and should fit CD jewel cases. 

	The "small" calendars print 4-up on A4-sized papers and should fit 3.5" floppy disk cases. 

	The "giant" calendars are full-page A4-sized.



Colours, illustrations, fonts etc are customisable.

Use the sundayweek document class option to make weeks start on Sundays.

Localisation possible with languages supported by babel/translator/datetime2.

Tested with british, spanish, french, ngerman, italian, portuges, polish, croatian, greek. Use the nobabel option and make your own customisations, for languages not supported by babel and/or translator. This is an example of such a customisation for Chinese, compilable with XeLaTeX.


See this template for the original English version.

Or fork it on Github!
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       Customisable calendar with events 

      created 2022-10-30 14:10:32 UTC
      
      
      

      
        
            
              Author:
            

            
              
                LianTze Lim
              

            

            
              License:
            

            
              Creative Commons CC BY 4.0
              (?)
            

          
            Abstract:
          

          
            Customisable calendars supporting different languages, sizes (normal, "giant" and "small"), colours and illustrations. The calendars can be marked with events with date ranges, with different markers and styles.

	The default-sized calendars print 2-up on A4-sized papers and should fit CD jewel cases. 

	The "small" calendars print 4-up on A4-sized papers and should fit 3.5" floppy disk cases. 

	The "giant" calendars are full-page A4-sized.



Use the sundayweek document class option to make weeks start on Sundays.

Localisation possible with languages supported by babel/translator/datetime2.

Tested with british, spanish, french, ngerman, italian, portuges, polish, croatian, greek. (Probably works with more.) Use the nobabel option and make your own customisations, for languages not supported by babel and/or translator. Here are examples for Chinese (requires XeLaTeX) and Japanese (requires LuaLaTeX).


Note: If you get an error when you change the language or compiler, try clearing the auxiliary files in your compile session.


Or fork it on Github.
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% \title{Desktop Calendar (fits CD jewel case)}

%%% The calendars are printed 2-up to fit CD jewel cases,
%%% or 4-up to fit 3" floppy disk jewel cases. OR, now a
%%% full-blown "giant" version that prints full-page!
%%%
%%% Localisation possible with languages supported by
%%% babel/translator/datetime2.
\documentclass[12pt,british]{cdcalendar}

%%% Use the sundayweek option for weeks to start on Sundays.
% \documentclass[12pt,british,sundayweek]{cdcalendar}

%% If using pdfLaTeX %%%%%%%%%%
\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}

\usepackage[rm,scale=0.94]{roboto}
\usepackage[notextcomp,notext]{stix2}
%% End pdfLaTeX-related font settings %%%%%%%%


% %% Compile with xelatex if using fontspec
% \usepackage{fontspec}
% \setmainfont{Gentium}
% \setsansfont[BoldItalicFont=Fira Sans Italic,BoldFont=Fira Sans]{Fira Sans Light}
% %% End xelatex-related font settings %%%%%%%%


\usepackage{graphicx}
\usepackage{wallpaper}
\usepackage{fontawesome}
\graphicspath{{img/}}
\usepackage[fleqn]{amsmath}


\tikzset{blue icon/.style={text=SkyBlue,font=\Large}}
\tikzset{pink icon/.style={text=Pink,font=\large}}
\tikzset{holiday/.style={rectangle,fill=orange!70}}

\begin{document}

%%%%%%
% Cover
%%%%%%
\coverBgColor{RoyalBlue!40!black}
\coverImage[\color{gray!50}Here are the actual printed calendars. The smaller calendar (9\,cm $\times$ 9.5\,cm) fits floppy disk jewel cases; while the bigger one (11.7\,cm $\times$ 13.65\,cm) fits CD jewel cases.]
{actual.jpg}
\coverTitle[font=\fontsize{30pt}{32pt}\sffamily\bfseries,text=white,text width=\linewidth,align=flush right]{2024 Calendar}

% \makeCover
% \clearpage
%%%%


%%%%%%
% Some settings for the monthly calendars
%%%%%%
% \captionStyle{font=\sffamily\itshape\tiny}
\dayHeadingStyle{font=\sffamily,text=gray!90}
\sundayColor{red!80!black}
\monthTitleStyle{font={\fontsize{42pt}{42pt}\bfseries\sffamily}, text=RoyalBlue!40!white}
\eventStyle{\scriptsize\sffamily}

% Remove this line if you feel the background pattern is too annoying
% \TileWallPaper{.5\paperwidth}{.5\paperheight}{lightpaperfibers}

% You may find the gap between illustrations and events too narrow
% Use this length to increase it
\setlength{\illusSkip}{1em}


%%%%%%
% January 2020
%%%%%%
\illustration
[Happy TikZ animals! This is an optional description about the illustrations.]
{0.95\linewidth}{tikzlings}

\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{01}

%%% events must be given AFTER \begin{monthCalendar}
%%% Currently you must give events on the same page
%%% as the monthly calendar.

%% This is an one-day event
\event[mark style=holiday]{2024-01-01}{}{New Year's Day}
%% This is a 5-day event
\event[mark style=blue icon,marker=\faBriefcase]{2024-01-30}{5}{ACME Conference}
%% you could also write \event{2024-01-06}{2024-02-03}{ACME Conference}

\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

%%%%%%
% Feb 2020
%%%%%%

% Or you can put any stuff, really, with a caption if you want:
\setlength{\mathindent}{0pt}
\otherstuff[Fourier Transformation, one of the `math equations that changed the world'. \url{http://news.bitofnews.com/13-math-equations-that-changed-the-world/}]
{\linewidth}
{\huge\selectfont
\[%
  \hat{f}(\xi) = \int^{\infty}_{-\infty} f(x) e^{-2\pi ix\xi} \mathop{dx}
\]}

\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{02}

%% Repeat the event if it spans two months
\event[mark style=blue icon,marker=\faBriefcase]{2024-01-30}{5}{ACME Conference}
\event[mark style=pink icon,marker=\faBirthdayCake]{2024-02-07}{}{Someone's birthday}
\event{2024-02-24}{}{Grant proposal deadline!!}

\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma01}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{03}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma02}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{04}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma03}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{05}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma04}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{06}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma01}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{07}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma02}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{08}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma03}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{09}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma04}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{10}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma01}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{11}
\end{monthCalendar}

\clearpage

\illustration{\linewidth}{plasma02}
\begin{monthCalendar}{2024}{12}
\end{monthCalendar}


\end{document}

              
            

          

        

      

    

  








  
    
      
        Start with our Templates

        
        Overleaf is perfect for all types of projects — from papers and presentations to newsletters, CVs and much more! It's also a great way to learn how to use LaTeX and produce professional looking projects quickly.
        

      

      
        Make your Own

        
        Upload or create templates for journals you submit to and theses and presentation templates for your institution. Just create it as a project on Overleaf and use the publish menu. It's free! No sign-up required.
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        New template are added all the time. Follow us on twitter for the highlights!
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